
Home assignment: CTRW, QUENCHED TRAP MODELPACS numbers:1. For a one dimensional CTRW �nd the mean displaement for a biased random walk with powerlaw waiting time PDF with diverging mean.2. For an unbiased CTRW in one dimension �nd the mean square displaement, for the ase of powerlaw distributed waiting times with diverging mean.3. Same as (2.) but now �nd the PDF of �nding the partile on x at time t. Express your solution interms of L�evy stable distributions.4. For the quenhed trap model, summarize arguments that lead to the following saling x2 / t2�=(1+�)with � = T=Tg. Compare this with the mean �eld CTRW approah (explain in one sentene).5. For a binomial random walk on a one dimensional lattie let S� = P1x=�1(nx)� where nx is thenumber of visits to lattie point x. The partile starts on the origin x = 0, at eah time stephas equal probability of jumping left or right, and the proess stops at some large time s. In thefollowing you may use the Laplae transform of the �rst passage time from x to the originf̂x(u) = exp(�p2xu1=2)Briey explain how this equation is derived.a) Find h(n0)�i in the long time limit. Explain your result when � = 1.b) Find the Laplae transform of h(nx)�i in the small u limit.Hint: for that aim onsider a renewal proess with a modi�ed distribution of the �rst waiting time.The answer is h(nx)�i �  exp(�xp2u)u�1��=2 where  is a onstant you will determine.) With a) and b) �nd the Laplae transform of hS�i = 2 R10 h(nx)�idx.d) Inverse Laplae transform and show thathS�i = C�s(1+�)=2:Find C� and s is the number of steps in the random walk.e) Show that your result redued to one obtained by Dvoretzky and Erdos (see for example GeorgeWeiss book on random walks) S0 =r8s� :Briey explain the meaning of this equation.f) Chek your result in the limit � = 1.


